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� This paper is about sovereign debt repayment.

� Absent a clear direct punishment to a country who defaults, it is hard to understand why
countries repay their debts.

� The most common and compelling argument is "reputation": countries repay in order to get
access to international credit in the future.

� However, Bulow and Rogo¤ (Sovereign Debt: Is to Forgive to Forget?, AER, 1989), show
that if a country can save even after default, it can always guarantee higher consumption if
it defaults than if it does not.

� The repayment paradox emerges.

� This paper tackles the implicit assumption always used in the literature: decisions are made
by a representative agent. However, repayment of sovereign debt is also a political decision.
Political economy must be taken into account.

� When political groups with distinct interests share common access to government assets, a
tragedy of the commons emerges.

� This feature is used to explain why there is overspending in emerging markets.

� This paper shows that this same assumption also helps in providing incentives for repayment.

� Why? Because the interest groups realize that absent international credit market overspending
will lead to under-saving (political inability to maintain a bu¤er stock of assets for self-
insurance). This dynamic ine¢ ciencies can be reduced with access to external credit.

� International �nancial markets provide a commitment technology that can be preferred to
default.

� The Model

� t = 0; :::;1:

� SOE, populated by n in�nitely-lived groups and a government.

� Each period gov receives an endowment et and decides how to distribute it across the n
groups: dt =
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� Government can save, and can also borrow at a rate R if it didn�t default on its debt in the
past.

� Since Amador wants to focus on the willigness to borrow for consumption-smoothing purposes
and not for risk-sharing, he assumes
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and
fetg = f0; 1; 0; 0; 1; 0; :::g :

� Correlation between marginal utility and income is negative. All groups agree wrt this.

� Assumptions (�R < 1 for boundedness and �R� > 1 for willigness to borrow when tomorrow�s
mg ut is higher than today�s) ensure that, any Pareto optimal allocation will feature the
country borrowing and spending all resources in period t = 0 and paying back in future
periods.

� Equilibria after Default

� If the economy defaulted in the past, it is restricted to hold non-negative assets..

� An allocation is feasible after default is the asset positions generated by it are always non-
negative.

� Given the Assumptions made, if groups could commit (i.e., the Pareto optimal allocation)
would imply to save entirely in periods where �t = 1; � and eat the entire wealth when
�t = �

2:

� The Political Game

� At every period t; every group makes a demand, and then government distributes resources
across groups.

� It is assumed that the objective of the government is to satisfy the demands whenever it is
possible. If not, tie-breaking rule is such that every group gets dit = (Rat�1 + et) =n:

� Worst equilibrium: everyone announces, always d =1; and gets (Rat�1 + et) =n every period.

� SPE can now be supported with the threat of playing the worst equilibrium.

� Sustainability constraint:
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� An E¢ cient (Symmetric) SPE

� Maximal amount of cooperation that can be sustained after default ! First-best could be
achieved.

� Sovereign Borrowing

� Possibility of borrowing from foreign creditors.

� It is assumed that international �nancial market can credibly commit to not to lend to the
country if it ever defaults.

� Focus on stationary debt contracts: (�b; a1; a�) (how much the country saves in each state,
b : it borrows), and dit = dt 8t:

� It is imposed that borrowing can occur only in periods where mg ut is the highest
�
�2
�
: This

is the essential component that guarantees its repayment.

� In this situation, the value at periods where debts has to be repaid, is smaller than the one
from an alternate strategy where government defaults and chooses an appropriate savings
policy (Bulow and Rogo¤�s result).

� But the sustainability of the "appropriate savings policy" is an issue, since groups cannot
commit.

� The main implication of the current paper is that sovereign debt can be repaid in the absence
of any other punishments but the threat of exclusion from future borrowing.
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